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We present a revised version of our previously published atom-
istic Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics
(CHARMM) force field for polyethyleneimine (PEI). It is based on
new residue types (with symmetric C N C backbone),
whose integer charges and bonded parameters are derived
from ab initio calculations on an enlarged set of model poly-
mers. The force field is validated by extensive molecular dynam-
ics simulations on solvated PEI chains of various lengths and
protonation patterns. The profiles of the gyration radius, end-
to-end distance, and diffusion coefficient fine-tune our previous

results, while the simulated diffusion coefficients excellently
reproduce experimental findings. The developed CHARMM
force field is suitable for realistic atomistic simulations of size/
protonation-dependent behavior of PEI chains, either individu-
ally or composing polyplexes, but also provides reliable all-
atom distributions for deriving coarse-grained force fields
for PEI. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI:10.1002/jcc.25637

Introduction

The design and practical development of effective gene car-
riers, featuring high transfection efficiency, specificity, and bio-
compatibility, are central to many modern gene delivery
protocols.[1–5] Widely used as a nonviral gene vector, polyethy-
leneimine (PEI: [CH2 CH2 NH]n ) occurs in linear or
branched configurations. If protonated (with the NH groups
partially replaced by NH+

2 groups), PEI shows a considerable
buffering capacity which enables the condensation of DNA into
polyplexes via electrostatic interactions between the proton-
ated units and the negative phosphate groups of DNA.

Due to inherent difficulties associated with developing realis-
tic atomistic or coarse-grained force fields (FFs) for polycations,
the number of theoretical/computational papers dealing in
detail with solvated PEI chains or DNA-PEI polyplexes is rather
limited. Even though some updates of the CHARMM FF signifi-
cantly improved the treatment of DNA,[6,7] in order to conclu-
sively investigate DNA-PEI condensation, a reliable FF for PEI is
still needed. In one of the first systematic computational studies
on the formation of DNA–polycation complexes, Ziebarth
et al.[8] employed the Amber gaff FF[9] (notably not specifically
parametrized for PEI) and, acknowledging the charge distribu-
tion around the DNA helix to be the key issue to understanding
DNA condensation, optimized the partial charges by the
restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) method[10] based on
ab initio data. The same atomistic FF was used in subsequent
investigations on the protonation behavior of solvated linear
PEI[11] and also in a recent study on PEI–DNA and PEI–siRNA
complexes.[12] The molecular dynamics (MD) studies of Choudh-
ury et al.[13] on the solvation dynamics of linear PEI essentially
employed the same Amber FF, without notable improvements.
Equally starting from the Amber FF, the partial charges of PEI
were derived in the studies of Kondinskaia et al.[14] from
ab initio calculations on four model trimers by the RESP
method.

The MD simulations on solvated DNA–PEI complexes of Sun
et al.[15] adopted residues by analogy from the CHARMM27
FF,[16] and the torsional parameters, identified to be important,
were improved by fits to ab initio data. As a first step in devel-
oping a coarse-grained MARTINI FF for modeling the complexa-
tion of RNA, Wei et al.[17] developed an atomistic FF for
polyethylene-glycol-grafted linear PEI based on the CHARMM
General Force Field (CGenFF)[18] using a “divide-and-conquer”
strategy applied to small polymer building blocks. The dihedral
parameters, in particular, were optimized relative to ab initio
potential energy scans by using the Force Field Toolkit (ffTK).[19]

Aiming for a more realistic modeling of the size- and
protonation-dependent behavior of PEI, we recently published
a new CHARMM FF for linear PEI.[20] As a major difference with
respect to previous parametrizations, along with the partial
atomic charges, we consistently adjusted the whole set of
bonded parameters (for bonds, angles, and dihedrals), not only
the dihedral contributions. The quality of the parametrization
was enhanced by a more comprehensive body of basic
ab initio data used in the optimization procedure (carried out
by means of the ffTK application), namely stemming from two
PEI model tetramers. Defining residues with C C N back-
bone, we actually implemented a generic nonprotonated resi-
due type and two fractionally charged residue types, the latter
being employed in pairs to model the unitary protonation
charge, which, according to the ab initio charge distributions,
extends beyond the limits of single PEI monomers. Another
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notable aspect of our published FF compared to earlier studies
was the increased stiffness of the modeled PEI chains.

This article introduces a revised version of our previous
CHARMM FF for PEI, emerging from a slight shift of perspec-
tive and a more nuanced balance of the various modeling
options. With a view to further develop a coarse-grained ver-
sion of the FF, we chose to implement only residue types with
symmetric backbone C N C . The price paid for the
assumed residue symmetry was the constraint to confine the
rather extended unitary charge distribution about protonated
sites to a single residue type. Nevertheless, we essentially
achieved a fine-tuning of our initial CHARMM FF for PEI by
defining a smaller number of symmetric residue types and
using an enlarged set of (three) model pentamers to produce
the reference ab initio data used in the optimization proce-
dure. After describing the basic modeling, optimization, and
simulation aspects, we present in detail the FF parametrization
procedure and MD simulation results for solvated PEI chains of
various sizes and protonation patterns. At each step, we ana-
lyze the present results in relation to those from our previous
paper.[20]

The present article actually opens a sequence of follow-up
papers. Based on the atomistic data reported here, the next
paper presents a coarse-grained (MARTINI) version of our atom-
istic FF for PEI and associated MD simulations. Further on, we
will develop our atomistic and coarse-grained FFs for branched
and grafted PEI.

Methodology
Adjustment of the CHARMM force field

CHARMM[16,18,21] is one of the most versatile and commonly
used atomistic FF models, being implemented in many state-of-
the-art MD simulation packages. The CHARMM model is addi-
tive and explicitly accounts for bonded and nonbonded
interactions:
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The bonded potential terms comprise bond-stretching,
angle-bending, dihedral, improper dihedral, and Urey-Bradley
contributions, whereby kb, kθ, kψ , kω, and kUB are the respective
force constants. In addition, b0 and θ0 are equilibrium bond
lengths and angles, respectively, and the dihedrals are

characterized by multiplicities n and phases δ. For the particular
purpose of modeling PEI, improper angles and Urey-Bradley
terms are not relevant. The nonbonded electrostatic and van
der Waals interactions are characterized by the atomic charges
qi and, respectively, the potential well depths ϵij and Lennard-
Jones radii rmin.

As in our previous work,[20] in (re)parametrizing the CHARMM
FF for PEI, we followed the methodology implemented in the
ffTK v1.1 tool kit,[19,22] employed as a plugin of the visualiza-
tion/analysis application VMD.[23] In essence, we optimized the
atomic charges, along with the force constants and equilibrium
values for bonds, angles, and dihedrals, relative to quantum
mechanical (QM) data generated using Gaussian 09 Rev.
A.01.[24] While, in general, the calculations were done at
MP2/6-31G(d) level, to maintain consistency with the standard
CHARMM FF, we used the HF/6-31G(d) level for determining
the atomic charges from interactions with water. The complex
multistage optimization procedure actually involved performing
the steps outlined below for the three PEI model pentamers
defined in the section.

1. The Lennard-Jones parameters were assigned to each
atom type of PEI by analogy with atom types defined
in the CHARMM36 CGenFF.[25]

2. The partial atomic charges of PEI were adjusted with
respect to QM PEI–water interaction profiles and
dipole moments compiled from separate PEI-(single-
H2O-molecule) optimizations.

3. The bond and angle parameters were optimized by
fitting total QM and molecular mechanics
(MM) equilibrium bond and angle values, along with
their distortion energies calculated from Hessian
matrices in internal coordinates (ICs).

4. The dihedral parameters were adjusted based on
explicit QM torsion scans for the dihedrals of interest,
by minimizing the difference between the QM and
MM torsion energy surfaces.

Molecular dynamics

All the reported atomistic MD simulations were performed with
the NAMD v2.12 code[26] using a 2 fs time step and the SHAKE
algorithm[27] to keep the bonds involving H atoms fixed. For
the short-range nonbonded interactions, we applied a smooth-
ing function with a switch distance of 10 Å and a cutoff of
12 Å. We used cubic simulation boxes with periodic boundary
conditions and the CHARMM TIP3P water model[28] to solvate
the studied PEI polymers.

The long-range electrostatics under periodic boundary condi-
tions was treated by means of the particle mesh Ewald (PME)
method,[29] using a 1 Å mesh spacing. Without a notable loss of
accuracy, the k-space contributions were updated at every sec-
ond step. We employed a Langevin thermostat with a damping
coefficient of 1 ps–1 to keep the temperature fixed at 310 K,
and a Langevin piston[30,31] with a decay constant of 50 fs to fix
the pressure at 1 atm.
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Results and Discussion
Parametrization of the CHARMM FF

Definition of residues. The reparametrized version of our
CHARMM FF for PEI chains presented here reflects, as already
pointed out, a slight change of focus regarding the intended
use of the FF. The underlying ideas are:

1. Define as few residue and atom types as necessary for
building solvated PEI chains of arbitrary lengths and
protonation patterns with realistic dynamic/structural
behavior.

2. Identify residues with entire functional groups.
3. Define residues with integer charge (0 or 1) to comply

with the CHARMM standard.
4. Define residues with symmetric backbone

( C N C ), so as to be mappable to single coarse-
graining (CG) beads in a follow-up residue-based CG
parametrization.

Guided by these ideas, we defined three residue types: PEI—
generic unprotonated CH2 NH CH2 monomer; PEP—
protonated CH2 NH+

2 CH2 monomer; and PEC—terminal CH3

(methyl) group starting and ending each PEI chain.
To derive the FF parameters from QM calculations, we con-

sidered three linear PEI model pentamers (Fig. 1), chosen to dis-
play the essential features of protonated/unprotonated PEI
chains: PEI5p0—nonprotonated (PEC-PEI-PEI-PEI-PEI-PEI-PEC);
PEI5p1—singly protonated at the central residue (PEC-PEI-PEI-
PEP-PEI-PEI-PEC); and PEI5u2—uniformly protonated at every
second residue (PEC-PEI-PEP-PEI-PEP-PEI-PEC). The three model
pentamers are respectively composed of 48, 49, and 50 atoms.
Compared to the just two model tetramers used in our previous
study (PEI4p0 and PEI4p1),[20] we were able to extract more reli-
able MM data from the three central monomers, which are

obviously less perturbed by the terminal methyl groups. Also,
PEI5u2 is the shortest PEI model that can accommodate uni-
form 1/2-protonation, providing information on angles and
dihedrals involving alternations of protonated/nonprotonated
units.

To account for the relevant vicinities of the backbone atoms,
we defined nine atom types as follows: NH1—N atom of NH
group (within the PEI residue); HNH1—H atom bonded to NH1;
NH2P—N atom of protonated NH+

2 group (within the PEP resi-
due); HN2P—H atom bonded to NH2P; CH2—C atom bonded
to NH1 (within the PEI residue); CH2P—C atom bonded to
NH2P (within the PEP residue); HC2—H atom bonded to CH2 or
CH2P; CH3—C atom of terminal CH3 group (within the PEC resi-
due); and HC3—H atom bonded to CH3.

As compared to our previous model, we reduced by two the
number of residue types and by one the number of atom types.
In addition, all residue types are symmetric and carry an integer
charge. It should be noted, however, that these simplifications
have been possible at the expense of more significant final cor-
rections needed in the partial atomic charges to restrain the
entire protonation charge to a single residue type (PEP). In our
previous model, two residue types, denoted as PEP and PEQ,
carrying fractional charges, were defined to jointly model the
unitary charge and the spatially rather extended charge distri-
bution about the central NH+

2 group, while the smooth transi-
tion of parameter values between the protonated (NH2P) and
nonprotonated (NH1) sites was ensured by an additional carbon
atom type (CH2X), which is no longer present.

With the model polymers, residues, and atom types defined
as explained, we carried out a rigorous optimization of the par-
tial atomic charges in conjunction with the bond, angle, and
dihedral parameters according to the work flow set out by
Vanommeslaeghe et al.[18] and implemented within ffTK.

Since, for any given atom type, the MM parameters yielded
by the ffTK optimization procedures inherently show variations
depending on the location within the polymer, both for the PEI
and PEP residue types we chose to consistently consider the
average parameters over the three central residues of all three
model pentamers, which are less perturbed by the polymer
ends. As for the atom types of the terminal PEC residue, we
considered averages over all occurrences within the model
pentamers.

Our present PEI residue types are similar to those of Wei
et al.,[17] for which, however, standard (nonspecific) values were
adopted for charges, as well as for bond and angle parameters,
while only the dihedral contributions were optimized based on
QM data extracted from model trimers (obviously more sensi-
tive to terminal groups than the pentamers).

Lennard-Jones parameters by similarity. According
to the general methodology implemented in ffTK, we assigned
the Lennard-Jones parameters to each atom type by analogy,
from similar atom types defined in the CHARMM CGenFF FF,[25]

as listed in Table S1 of Supporting Information. Except for the
atom types associated with the methyl group, these parameters
are also the ones used in our previous work.[20]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. PEI model pentamers used in the parametrization of the CHARMM
force field (a) unprotonated, b) protonated at the central nitrogen, and c)
uniformly [alternatively] protonated), showing the composing residues and
atom types. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Partial atomic charges from PEI–water interaction
profiles. Critically reevaluating our previous PEI model,[20] its
increased number of residue and atom types compared to
other available models is obviously a consequence of the asym-
metric definition of the residues. While this very aspect enabled
a more nuanced modeling of the charge distributions about
protonated sites, which extend (according to the QM calcula-
tions) beyond the boundaries of single residues, it also
involved, as indicated above, defining two protonated residue
types—one for starting and another for ending protonated
segments—with different fractional charges and jointly yielding
unitary charge. Conversely, we explored in the present work
the (somewhat more artificial) alternative of restraining the sup-
plementary unitary protonation charge to a single symmetric
residue type, and minimizing the entailed inaccuracies by
enlarging the set of model polymers from which the QM target
data were extracted. Obviously, the so defined residue type is
suitable for modeling single protonated sites separated by non-
protonated segments, however not for continuously protonated
segments, and even less for transitions between these and
unprotonated segments. In fact, we were interested in uniform
protonation patterns, not denser than alternative protonation
(at every second PEI monomer).

Following the CHARMM conventions and the methodology
implemented in ffTK,[19] to realistically model solvated systems,
the water-accessible atoms of the PEI model pentamers were
identified as hydrogen bond donors (H atoms) or acceptors
(N atoms of unprotonated NH groups). For each target atom, a
PEI-(single-H2O-molecule) complex was built, optimizing quan-
tum mechanically (at HF/6-31G(d) level, for consistency with the
CHARMM standard) the distance and rotation angle of the H2O
molecule, with all other degrees of freedom fixed. Also, in
accordance with the standard CGenFF operation, to better
approximate the bulk phase for neutral compounds solvated in
TIP3P water, the QM-optimized distances for PEI5p0 were
reduced by 0.2 Å and the interaction energies were scaled by a
factor of 1.16. By contrast, no corrections were applied to the
protonated models PEI5p1 and PEI5u2. The QM sets of dis-
tances, interaction energies, and dipole moments were then
jointly used as target data in repeated optimizations of the
atomic charges, imposing, in addition, neutrality for PEI5p0, uni-
tary net charge for PEI5p1, and a +2e net charge for PEI5u2. In
particular, all aliphatic H atoms were assigned the standard
charge +0.09e and were excluded from the optimization. To

illustrate the procedure, the superimposed configurations of all
the optimized PEI5u2-H2O complexes are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the rapid convergence of the distance and
energy contributions to the objective function during the opti-
mization procedure of the partial atomic charges for the unpro-
tonated pentamer model. The contributions of the dipole
moment to the objective function can be seen in Figure S1 of
Supporting Information to exhibit a similarly fast convergence.

Table S2 of Supporting Information lists the partial charges
yielded by the ffTK optimization for all occurrences of each
atom type composing the PEI residue, as part of the three cen-
tral monomers (no. 2, 3, and 4) of all the three model penta-
mers. Similarly, Supporting Information Table S3 shows the
atomic charges for the atom types composing the PEP residue
within the protonated models PEI5p1 and PEI5u2. The averages
over all occurrences of each atom type, as part of either PEI or
PEP, are collected as hQffTKi. Sticking to the rule of aliphatic
hydrogens (HC2 and HC3) being attributed the standard charge
+0.09e and imposing neutrality on the terminal PEC residue,
the CH3 atom type was simply assigned the charge −0.27e, and
thus the terminal atom types were actually excluded from the
optimization.

As the average net charges of the residues PEI (0.023e) and
PEP (0.894e) do not amount to integer values, as required by
the CHARMM standard, further adjustments are necessary. We
choose to distribute the total complementary correction
charges ΔQ (−0.023e and 0.106e, respectively) equally among
all but aliphatic H atoms, resulting in small atomic corrections
which do not exceed 0.006e for PEI and 0.022e for PEP. This
approach leads to the final partial atomic charges listed as
Qfinal, which ensure neutrality for PEI and unitary charge
for PEP.

Due to the identical atomic composition of our present and
former PEI residue types, a direct comparison of the optimized
charges is possible (see Table 1). While for the NH group, the
“old” charges (Qold) can be seen to differ rather little (by not
more than 4%) from the present values (Qfinal), in the case of

Figure 2. Superimposed optimized configurations of complexes formed by
the alternatively protonated pentamer PEI5u2 with test water molecules,
used for adjusting the atomic charges. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3. Reduction of the distance and energy contributions to the
objective function during the optimization process of the partial atomic
charges for the unprotonated pentamer PEI5p0. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the CH2 group the relative differences δQold rise as high as 23%.
The significantly larger differences in the latter case are a direct
consequence of the fact that the present CH2 atom type cumu-
lates the functionalities of both the former CH2 and CH2X
types, with CH2X conceived to ensure a more gradual transition
between the PEI and PEP residues.

Bond and angle parameters from distortion
energies. The iterative approach implemented in ffTK for
optimizing bond stretching and angle bending parameters
essentially matches the total QM and MM distortion energies,
defined to cumulate all the contributions from the Hessian
matrix in the representation of ICs (i.e., bonds, angles, and so
forth). Indeed, as the Hessian matrix characterizes the local cur-
vature of the potential energy surface, it can be used within the
harmonic approximation to describe finite energy variations
caused by small distortions of the ICs about the equilibrium
configuration. QM Hessian matrices are readily obtained in
vibrational calculations with Gaussian and are used for calcula-
tions of energies for bond and angle distortions in ffTK. The cor-
responding MM energies for the distortions are calculated from
the applied FF parameters.

For the unprotonated model pentamer, the deviations of the
MM equilibrium bond lengths from the QM reference values
are illustrated in Figure 4. Although they are rather small

already after the initial optimization step, they drop under
10−2 Å (in absolute value) after the final iteration, with balanced
negative and positive contributions, indicating a very good
agreement between the QM and MM values, and the objective
function (jointly accounting for the QM-MM geometry and
energy differences) decreasing significantly. For the equilibrium
angles, a similar reduction of the QM-MM differences can be
seen in Figure S2 of Supporting Information.

The equilibrium bond lengths and force constants obtained
for each of the three model pentamers by applying the ffTK
optimization procedure are compiled in Table S4 of Supporting
Information, along with the final parameter values, defined as
averages over all models. The final parameters for the backbone
atoms are listed in Table 2, where they are compared with the
corresponding values of our previous model. As it can be noted,
the deviations in the force constants do not exceed 3.3%, while
the equilibrium bond lengths differ by not more than 0.5%.

As previously, protonation does not significantly affect the
length of the C C bond. However, CH2 atoms can be seen to
bind more strongly (by roughly 12%) to NH1
(335.7 kcal mol−1 Å−2) than to CH2 atoms (299.0 kcal mol−1 Å−2),
which supports a symmetric definition of the PEI residue (with
CH2 NH1 CH2 backbone). We note that the protonated bond
NH2P CH2P is notably weaker than the unprotonated one,
NH1 CH2, a slight increase in the equilibrium length (1.488 Å
vs. 1.453 Å) being accompanied by a 20% lower force constant.

The optimized angular parameters provided by the ffTK pro-
cedure for each of the model pentamers are collected in
Table S5 (Supporting Information), together with the final
values, which are the averages over all models. For the back-
bone atoms, the final angular parameters are summarized in
Table 3, along with their counterparts from our previous model.
Comparing our two FF parametrizations it can be noted that,
while the nonprotonated angles (CH2 CH2 NH1 and
CH2 NH1 CH2) practically conserve their equilibrium values
and differ in terms of force constants by less than 5%, the force
constants for the protonated angles between protonated and
unprotonated monomers (CH2 CH2P NH2P and
CH2P CH2 NH1) show large relative differences, exceeding
29% in the case of CH2P CH2 NH1. The cause for the discrep-
ancies is again linked to the absence of the CH2X transition
atom type in our present parametrization.

As a general finding, protonation renders the angles stiffer,
both inside and between the residues. In particular, the force
constant for the CH2 CH2P NH2P angle exceeds by almost

Table 1. Average atomic charges for the PEI residue hQffTKi (in units of e) resulted from the ffTK optimization procedure of the three model pentamers
(see also Supplementary Information). Qfinal are the final optimized partial charges, rescaled to ensure neutrality, whereby ΔQ = Qfinal − hQffTKi are the
applied corrections. For comparison, the values Qold of our previous parametrization[20] are also given, along with the corresponding relative differences
δQold.

Atom No. of hQffTKi Qfinal ΔQ Qold δQold

Residue types atoms e e e e %

PEI CH2 2 0.040 0.034 −0.006 0.044 22.7
HC2 4 0.090 0.090 0.000 0.090 0.0
NH1 1 −0.758 −0.764 −0.006 −0.796 4.0
HNH1 1 0.341 0.336 −0.005 0.348 3.4
qtot 8 0.023 0.000 −0.023 0.000

Figure 4. Differences between the MM and QM equilibrium bond lengths
for PEI5p0 in the initial and final optimization steps, along with the
corresponding objective function values Fobj. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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13% the one for CH2 CH2 NH1. Similarly, for the
CH2P NH2P CH2P angle, the force constant is 9% larger than
for CH2 NH1 CH2 (quite in contrast to the CH2P NH2P bond,
which, as shown above, is weaker than CH2 NH1). As
expected, the equilibrium length of fully extended PEI polymers
increases with the protonation fraction (see Supporting Infor-
mation Table S7), and this is both due to the larger CH2P
NH2P CH2P angle and slightly longer CH2P NH2P bond.

As the sequence PEP-PEQ-PEP needed for modeling alternate
protonation comprises in the present model via the PEI5u2
pentamer, no parameters needed to be adopted by similarity
like in our previous approach, thereby a former weakness being
eliminated.

Dihedral parameters from torsion scans. The
Hessian-matrix approach, which proves to be the method of
choice for bond and angle optimizations, is not actually useful
for dihedral angles. Indeed, even though the Hessian appropri-
ately models the local energy surfaces of the ICs about the min-
imum, for dihedral angles the FF must accurately treat also the
high energy regions, where the harmonic approximation is not
applicable. Specifically, the procedure implemented in ffTK uses
scans of torsion coordinates to adjust periodic potential wells
characterized by force constants kψ , multiplicities n, and phases
δ [see eq. 1]. As per convention, the phases are fixed at either
0� or 180� , while the multiplicities are assigned nonzero integer
values based on local symmetry considerations.

According to the general methodology, we restricted the QM
scans to dihedrals involving only backbone atoms, including all
the dihedrals in the subsequent optimization procedure. Each
QM scan implied a sequence of MP2/6-31G(d) geometry optimi-
zations for fixed distortions of the targeted dihedral angle, cov-
ering the symmetric range between −90� and +90� in steps of
10� and allowing the rest of the molecule to relax freely. The
differences between the QM and MM potential energy surfaces

for the entire set of scanned dihedrals were minimized itera-
tively, in hundreds of simulated annealing/downhill processes
for each PEI model pentamer.

We first adjusted the dihedral parameters for the unproto-
nated model PEI5p0. Thereupon, adopting the multiplicities
and shifts (n and δ) for the dihedrals shared with PEI5u2, we
adjusted all the force constants for the latter, along with the
multiplicities and shifts for the disjoint dihedrals (involving pro-
tonated atomic species). Finally, adopting the adjusted values
n and δ from PEI5p0 and PEI5u2, we optimized all the dihedral
force constants for the singly protonated model PEI5p1, thereby
ensuring consistency of the multiplicities and shifts for all
occurrences of each given dihedral angle across all pentamer
models.

For selected dihedrals, the QM energy scans are plotted
along with the fitted MM torsion profiles in Figure 5 for PEI5p0
and in Figure 6 for PEI5p1 and PEI5u2. The optimized dihedral
parameters resulted for each of the pentamer models are listed
in Table S6 (Supporting Information), which also includes as
final force constants the averages over the individual model
pentamers. The final multiplicities and shifts obviously coincide
with those of the individual sets.

Figures 5 and 6 evidence a very good agreement between
the MM torsion profiles and the corresponding QM refer-
ences. In fact, the overall root-mean-square error (RMSE)
achieved for PEI5p0 (0.10) is significantly lower than the value
reported by Wei et al.[17] for a PEI1p0 model (0.59), being
even lower than for our previous unprotonated model PEI4p0
(0.17). Also, comparing our previous protonated model PEI4p1
with PEI5p1, the RMSE drops from 0.25 to 0.19. The superior
quality of our present torsional contributions is clearly a con-
sequence of the fact that we consistently adjusted the entire
set of bonded parameters based on an enhanced set of (lon-
ger) PEI models, with more representative protonation pat-
terns. The larger RMSEs for PEI5u2 (0.31) and PEI5p1 (0.19)

Table 2. Optimized force constants kb and equilibrium bond lengths b0 for the backbone atom types, along with the absolute relative differences, δkb
and δb0, with respect to the bond stretching parameters koldb and bold0 of our previous model.[20]

Atom kb b0 koldb bold0 δkb δb0

types (kcal mol−1 Å−2) (Å) (kcal mol−1 Å−2) (Å) (%) (%)

CH2 CH2 299.0 1.515 289.0 1.514 3.3 0.1
CH2 CH2P 280.8 1.511 288.4 1.512 2.7 0.1
CH2 NH1 335.7 1.453 332.4 1.446 1.0 0.5
CH2P NH2P 268.4 1.488 276.5 1.496 3.0 0.5
CH3 CH2 312.1 1.525

Table 3. Optimized force constants kθ and equilibrium angles θ0 for the backbone atom types, along with the absolute relative differences, δkθ and δθ0,
with respect to the angle bending parameters koldθ and θold0 of our previous model.[20]

Atom kθ θ0 koldθ θold0 δkθ δθ0

types kcal mol−1 rad−2 deg kcal mol−1 rad−2 deg % %

CH2 CH2 NH1 62.6 109.8 64.9 109.7 3.6 0.0
CH2 CH2P NH2P 71.1 109.7 80.3 111.5 13.0 1.6
CH2 NH1 CH2 70.3 110.8 67.1 110.9 4.5 0.1
CH2P CH2 NH1 69.8 107.0 90.4 106.4 29.4 0.5
CH2P NH2P CH2P 76.8 113.5 73.6 114.2 4.1 0.6
CH3 CH2 NH1 97.2 112.6
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than for PEI5p0 can be traced back to the larger corrections
needed to confine the unitary protonation charge to a single
residue type (PEP), than the ones required to make the
generic PEI residue neutral.

Protonation appears to weaken the backbone dihedral
N C C N, contrary to the angle CH2 CH2P NH2P being stif-
fer than CH2 CH2 NH1. In fact, the force constants for
NH1 CH2 CH2 NH1 and NH1 CH2 CH2P NH2P differ by
an order of magnitude (2.734 kcal mol−1 vs. 0.285 kcal mol−1).

Being affected by the whole sequence of preceding optimiza-
tions (of charges, bonds, and angles), and only expected to
achieve a fine-tuning of the FF, our present and former dihedral
parameters are rather difficult to compare. Nevertheless, the
most rigid dihedral remains NH1 CH2 CH2 NH1 (old force
constant 2.999 kcal mol−1). Also, in the presence of protonation,
we note a transfer of dihedral rigidity to CH2P NH2P as central
bond, with a more than double force constant for
CH2 CH2P NH2P CH2P (0.732 kcal mol−1) as compared to
the old value (0.3260 kcal mol−1).[20]

Overall, both our old and present FF parametrizations model
more rigid PEI polymers than in the literature. For example, the
dihedral force constants reported by Sun et al.[15] amount to only
0.15 kcal mol−1 for NH1 CH2 CH2 NH1 and 0.10 kcal mol−1

for CH2 CH2P NH2P CH2P (roughly 5% and 14%, respectively,
of our values). The remarkable differences are clearly a direct
consequence of the fact that we used pentamers as model com-
pounds, instead of monomers, in the cited work. In addition, we

consistently optimized the full set of bonded parameters and
atomic charges, not solely the dihedrals.

The complete set of parameters adjusted according to the
procedure described in this section is provided as Supporting
Information.

MD simulations of solvated PEI chains

We employed our new CHARMM parametrization in systematic
MD simulations of solvated linear PEI chains, similar to those
reported in our previous paper.[20] To enable a conclusive analysis
of the dynamic structuring both in terms of length and proton-
ation, throughout we considered uniform protonation fractions
equal to 0 (unprotonated), 1/4 (one-in-four), 1/3 (one-in-three),
and 1/2 (alternative). PEI chains that are able to accommodate
such uniform protonation patterns and have unprotonated first
and last monomers (adjoining the ending CH3 units) are com-
posed of 12n + 3 monomers. Concretely, we considered for each
of the aforementioned protonation fractions PEI 27-mers,
39-mers, and 51-mers, up to a total of 12 size (protonation frac-
tion) combinations. Alternative protonation, in particular, is rele-
vant both in experiments and for comparisons with the literature.

A summary of the main features of the simulated systems is
given in Table S7 (Supporting Information). The listed chain
lengths actually cumulate the equilibrium lengths of the com-
posing residues, as resulting from the QM optimizations of the
model pentamers. They appear to slightly increase with the pro-
tonation fraction, which can be certainly related to the buildup

Figure 5. Torsion energy profiles for dihedrals defining the backbone of the
unprotonated model pentamer PEI5p0. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6. Torsion energy profiles for dihedrals involving protonated
backbone species of the model pentamers PEI5p1 and PEI5u2. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of electrostatic repulsion. The neutrality of all the solvated sys-
tems simulated was ensured by adding a number of Cl− counter-
ions matching the number of protonated PEI monomers.

The initial size of the simulation box was set large enough to
screen the chain’s interactions with its periodic replicas. More
precisely, the simulation box for PEI27 was able to spaciously
accommodate the fully stretched polymer on the diagonal. For
PEI39 and PEI51, we no longer could increase the box in a simi-
lar proportion; nevertheless, its size exceeded by at least 50%
the final average gyration radius of the polymer.

For each of the 12 size-(protonation fraction) combinations,
we achieved a total of 400 ns of data collection, cumulated
from sets of 20 trajectories of 21 ns each. Technically, the last
configuration of each trajectory was used as the initial configu-
ration for the next one, however, discarding the first nanosec-
ond in order to reduce time correlations and improve statistics.
In particular, to produce the initial configuration for the first tra-
jectory, we equilibrated a solvated helical PEI chain for 3 ns.
Figure 7 shows a snapshot from a typical trajectory for the
alternatively protonated PEI 51-mer.

Gyration radius, end-to-end distance, and
persistence length. To measure the spatial extent of the
simulated PEI chains, we employed the commonly used gyra-
tion radius, Rg, and end-to-end distance, Dee (the latter defined
by the N atoms of the first and last PEI monomer). The time
evolution profiles of the ensemble-averaged Rg and Dee for the
unprotonated 27-mer and for all protonation patterns of the
51-mer are comparatively depicted in Figure 8 (throughout the
article, black stands for unprotonated chains, and blue, green,
and red for 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2 protonation, respectively). As
expected, the average levels for these quantities show a pro-
nounced increase both with the chain length and protonation

fraction. A similar increase of Dee (derived from NMR spectrome-
try measurements of translational diffusion coefficients) with
the chain size was reported by Schubert et al.[32] for PEI chains
with molecular weights in the range 1100 to 13,900 g mol–1.

To give a sense of the spread of spatial extents over the
entire 400 ns of data collection, Figure 9 depicts the probability
distribution of the time- and ensemble-averaged gyration
radius for the 1/3-protonated 51-mer. The graph also includes
snapshots of conformations that are representative for the
high-probability region (around 27 Å) and, respectively, for the
low-probability sides of the distribution, with gyration radii as
low as 15 Å (compactly folded chains) and as large as 40 Å
(loosely folded chains).

As shown in Figure 10, for each of the four protonation frac-
tions considered, we find within statistical errors the same ris-
ing quasi-linear dependencies of the ensemble- and time-
averaged gyration radius hRgi and end-to-end distance hDeei on
the chain size as in our previous paper. The dependencies for
unprotonated and 1/4-protonated chains indicate on average
more compact polymer folding and emergent saturation ten-
dency. The similar upward shift of the Rg and Dee profiles with
the protonation fraction is a clear indication of the substantial
contribution of the supplementary electrostatic repulsion
between protonated monomers.

Figure 7. Snapshot from a trajectory of the alternatively protonated PEI
51-mer (PEI51u2). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8. Time evolution of ensemble-averaged gyration radius and end-to-
end distance for solvated PEI 27-mers and 51-mers. To avoid curve
congestion, for the 27-mers only the (lowest) profiles for the nonprotonated
PEI27p0 are plotted. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The gyration radius and end-to-end distance averaged over
the total data collection time for the unprotonated and
1/2-protonated PEI 51-mer are compared in Table 4 with our
previous results and those of Choudhury et al.[13] for the closest
matching chain length (PEI 50-mer). Minding the difference of
one monomer between the compared polymers, our present
and old results agree within statistical errors, clearly confirming
again larger spatial extents, and, implicitly, increased rigidity of
our PEI chains as compared to those reported in Ref. 13.

The continuous worm-like chain model[33] offers an intuitive
measure of a polymer’s stiffness, namely the persistence length
λ. This is, essentially, the length above which thermal fluctua-
tions are able to bend the chain, and it is used to relate the
average squared end-to-end distance to the fully extended
polymer length L:

<D2
ee > ¼ 2λL 1−

λ

L
1−e−

L
λ

� �� �
, ð4Þ

By fitting the time- and ensemble-averaged values of <D2
ee >

resulting from our simulations (see Fig. 11) to the above model,
we obtained the rough estimates λ ≈ 4, 10, and 16 Å for the
protonation fractions 0, 1/4, and 1/2, respectively. Although the
model fairly describes unprotonated chains, for protonated PEI,
the fitting curves can be seen to quite substantially deviate
from the simulated data. This finding is readily understood con-
sidering that the model is conceived for polymers composed of
identical segments, and that only short-range (by no means
electrostatic) interactions are considered. In particular, the per-
sistence length that we obtained for unprotonated PEI
(4.0 � 0.1 Å) indicates a slightly reduced stiffness as compared
to our previous result (4.8 � 0.2 Å) and it is consistent with the
value computed by Lee[34] for polyethylene oxide (4.3 � 0.3 Å).

Coordination. We characterize the structuring of the solu-
tion about the PEI chains by coordination numbers, taking as
references the backbone N and C atoms, specifically, the atom

types NH1, NH2P, CH2, and CH2P. We defined each coordina-
tion number as the average number of neighbors within the
first coordination shell, and evaluated it from the integral over
the first peak of the respective radial distribution function
(RDF), by using a rigorous methodology for identifying the
peak’s limits described in our previous paper.[20]

Illustrations of RDFs for the backbone atoms with the O water
atoms and Cl− counterions are depicted in Figures 12a and 12b
for the unprotonated, 1/4-protonated, and 1/2-protonated
51-mer. As a general remark, protonation gives rise to better
defined radial structuring (see comparatively the profiles for
NH1 vs. NH2P and CH2 vs. CH2P), with more pronounced major
peaks. For NH2P, in particular, the major peak is located at a
lower interatomic distance than for NH1 when embedded in
protonated chains. This is a natural consequence of the fact
that the NH2 (HN2P NH2P HN2P) group is positive (+0.262e),
whereas the NH (NH1 HNH1) group is negative (−0.428e). As a
result, in the vicinity of protonated amino groups, the water
molecules adopt on average orientations with the negatively
charged O atoms (−0.834e) closer to NH2P than to NH1. For
similar reasons, the Cl− counterions also adopt closer positions
to the NH2P atoms.

The O- and Cl−-coordination numbers, plotted in Figure 13
and Supporting Information Figure S3 as functions of the chain
protonation fraction, provide an inclusive image on the

Figure 9. Time- and ensemble-averaged gyration radius distribution for the
1/3-protonated PEI51u3 chain, along with illustrative conformations. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 10. Chain size dependence of the ensemble- and time-averaged
gyration radius and end-to-end distance for solvated PEI 27-, 39- and
51-mers. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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coordination shells about the N and C backbone atoms. As a
first remark, the O coordination is invariable with the proton-
ation fraction (except for CH2), and virtually there is no depen-
dence on the chain length (owing to the identical protonation
fractions used for all lengths). Also, the values for the N species
are visibly lower than those for the C species, both relative to O
and Cl−. Given the negatively charged N atoms and the posi-
tively charged C atoms, the higher abundance of O and Cl−

about the latter is understandable. Using similar reasoning as in
the preceding paragraph, the positive net charge also explains
the higher O-coordination number for the protonated amino
group (~2.5) as compared to the unprotonated one (~2.0).

The particularity that, of all the backbone atom types, only
CH2 displays a notable increase of the O-coordination with the
protonation fraction (see Fig. 13) correlates with the existence
of a secondary peak in the CH2-O RDF, partially overlapping the
main peak (on the higher r side in Fig. 12a) and making the rig-
orous identification of the latter’s extent difficult. The additional
peak actually accounts for a secondary path along which the
water O atoms are able to approach CH2 avoiding the HNH1
atoms of the neighboring amino groups. As already pointed
out, the higher the protonation density, the stiffer and more
stretched are the PEI chains, thus favoring more extended
access regions to the polymer’s backbone for the O atoms. Also,
noting that the H coordination about CH2 decreases with
increasing protonation fraction creates the overall image in
which the water molecules from the first coordination sphere

tend to rotate with the O atoms closer and the H atoms further
away from the CH2 atoms.

Contrasting with the relatively insensitive O coordination,
and albeit limited to low values by the small Cl− concentrations
employed, the Cl−-coordination numbers for the protonated
types NH2P and CH2P are markedly enhanced by protonation
(see Supporting Information Fig. S3). This is clearly a geometric
effect reflecting the fact that increased density of protonated
sites along a folded polymer favors enhanced sharing of the
counterion coordination shells, thereby leading to increased
coordination numbers. The shift of the CH2P Cl− coordinations
to higher values relative to the NH2P Cl− profiles stems from
the genuinely attractive CH2P Cl− electrostatic interaction,
whereas Cl− experiences attraction only to the entire NH2
(HN2P NH2P HN2P) group. The small but steady shift of the
Cl−-coordination profiles for the different polymer sizes is

Table 4. Comparison of the ensemble- and time-averaged radius of gyration and end-to-end distance for the longest PEI chains with our previous
results[20] and those of Choudhury et al.[13] The total data collection time is indicated.

Size Time Nonprotonated 1/2-protonated

-mer (ns) Rg Dee Rg Dee

This work 51 400 15.8 � 0.5 36.5 � 2.4 29.1 � 0.6 77.8 � 3.4
Ref. 20 50 680 16.3 � 0.5 39.6 � 2.1 26.4 � 0.5 70.2 � 2.7
Ref. 13 50 50 12.3 � 1.2 32.5 � 7.7 24.1 � 2.5 67.7 � 13.4

Figure 11. Mean squared end-to-end distances for unprotonated, 1/4- and
1/2-protonated PEI chains as function of their fully extended lengths, along
with (dashed) fitting curves for the worm-like chain model, yielding the
corresponding persistence lengths λ. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Radial distribution functions for a) O water atoms and b) Cl−

counterions relative to the N and C backbone atoms of the PEI 51-mer.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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caused by the disparate counterion concentrations resulting
from the simulation box volumes which are not proportional to
the chain lengths.

Diffusion. To describe the mobility of solvated PEI chains,
we evaluated the diffusion coefficient of the polymers based on
the commonly used Einstein relation:

D¼ lim
t!∞

1
6t

ΔrCM tð Þ2
D E

ð5Þ

where hΔrCM(t)2i is the ensemble-averaged mean squared dis-
placement (MSD) of the chain’s center of mass relative to an
(initial) reference position.

The time dependencies of the MSD, depicted in Figure 14 for
all protonation fractions of the shortest (PEI27) and longest
(PEI51) chains, are quasi-linear in the limit of statistical errors, in
accordance with the general theory. Nevertheless, the quite
ample fluctuations suggest that significantly larger trajectory

ensembles would have been necessary for qualitatively better
statistics. The average slopes decrease in groups with increasing
PEI chain size, and for a given size, with the protonation frac-
tion. As more expanded and longer polymers naturally feature
lower mobility, this behavior is perfectly consistent with the
earlier finding that higher protonation brings about additional
stiffness, increasing the average spatial extent of the PEI chain.

Overall, the diffusion coefficients evaluated from the
ensemble-averaged MSDs decrease both with the protonation
fraction and chain size (Fig. 15), for reasons emphasized above.
In particular, the deviations from the general trend noted for
PEI39 do not reflect genuine phenomenology, but rather can
be ascribed to insufficient statistics and underestimated errors.
It should also be noted that the error bars roughly follow the
magnitude of the diffusion coefficient, with the shortest PEI
affected, as expected, by the largest errors.

The resulted diffusion coefficients are perfectly in line with
our previous results.[20] Specifically, the value
1.20 × 10−6 cm2 s–1 that we obtained for the unprotonated
PEI51 (molecular weight 2226) exactly matches the fluorescence
spectroscopy measurement of Clamme et al.[35] on branched
PEI chains of molecular weight 2500. Moreover, this result also
agrees fairly with the experimental value of Hostetler et al.[36]

(1.34 × 10−6 cm2 s–1) for PEI chains of molecular weight 2140.
The overall decay of our diffusion coefficients with increasing
chain size is consistent with a similar trend reported by Hoste-
tler et al. for chains of larger molecular weight.

Conclusions

We developed a revised version of our previously published
CHARMM FF for unprotonated/protonated PEI chains.[20] The
present FF is solely based on symmetric residue types, which is
the major difference with regard to our previous model, entail-
ing several improvements. The reduced number of residue and
atom types enables a more reliable parameter adjustment and
a simplified definition of chains of arbitrary size and proton-
ation pattern. The enlarged set of model polymers from which a

Figure 14. Time dependence of the ensemble-averaged mean square
displacement of the PEI center of mass for the PEI 27- and 51-mers. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 15. Variation of the diffusion coefficient for PEI 27-, 39-, and 51-mers
with the protonation fraction. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 13. Oxygen-coordination numbers for the N and C backbone atoms
as functions of the PEI chain protonation fraction. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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streamlined number of parameters were determined measur-
ably enhances the realism of the FF. Moreover, in contrast with
other parametrizations, we optimized the complete set of
bonded parameters (not only the dihedrals), jointly with the
atomic charges, relative to high-quality ab initio calculations.

In broad lines, the present FF is consistent with our previous
one,[20] providing similar MD results. Quite a few of the new
bonded parameters (particularly the force constants and equi-
librium lengths for bonds) differ by only a few percent from
their old values and can be regarded as corrections. Moreover,
a highly beneficial trait of the present FF is that it allows for
straightforward CG by direct identification of its symmetric resi-
dues with individual beads.

As compared to earlier FF parametrizations for PEI, our
model basically features increased rigidity resulting in more
expanded spatial configurations (increased gyration radius and
end-to-end distance). The extensive data collection times that
we achieved enabled the in-depth analysis of the chain-
length/protonation-fraction dependencies of the various
dynamic structural quantities of interest. Remarkably, our sim-
ulated diffusion coefficients excellently agree with the avail-
able experimental data. Its validated realism makes the
developed CHARMM FF model suitable for large-scale atomis-
tic simulations of solvated protonated PEI chains, individually
or as part of DNA-PEI polyplexes, which are of current interest
to drug-delivery protocols.
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